Celebrity
Break-Up:
Jeff
Bezos Caught Cheating With
Friend’s Wife Before Divorce
By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity break-up news, Amazon CEO, Jeff Bezos, announced
that he and his wife of 25 years, MacKenzie, would be getting
a divorce following their trial separation. This celebrity
divorce comes after Bezos, 54, was caught cheating with his
friend Patrick Whitesell’s wife, Lauren Sanchez, 49. According
to UsMagazine.com, Bezos and Sanchez have been seeing each
other for eight months. Sources say that Jeff and Lauren’s
respective spouses have just been made aware of their
relationship.

In
celebrity
break-up
news,
Amazon’s CEO is caught up in a
cheating scandal. What are some
ways to know if your partner is
cheating?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be difficult to come to terms with the fact that your
partner is cheating. Cupid has some ways to confirm your
suspicions:
1. Your partner changes up their routine: If your partner
suddenly starts doing things out of the ordinary, such as
showering every time they come home or sitting on their

computer all night, then it may be worth it to question their
loyalty.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Find Out Why Michael Sheen &
Sarah Silverman Split
2. Your significant other finds every excuse to spend time
alone: Your partner is making it difficult to spend time
together and suddenly prefers to run errands by themselves.
This can be a sign that there is someone else and may make you
want to confront them.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Jordan
Kimball is Using Dating App After Split from ‘BIP’ Love Jenna
Cooper
3. Your partner is visibly distraught and anxious: Cheating
can take a toll on everyone, including the perpetrators. If
your partner seems to be losing sleep and is getting easily
agitated, it could be a sign that they are acting dishonestly.
What are some ways that you have known your partner was
cheating? Comment below.

